My Role and Purpose of the Forum

To guide us towards our set objectives of the forum. These are to:

1. critically analyse the potential use of sport as tool for PYD
2. Identify existing knowledge gaps limiting the use of sport for PYD
3. Seek methods for determining the effectiveness of sport for PYD
4. Determine the best ways to share resources, information, experience and lessons
5. Agree upon future recommendation
Rules of Engagement

• We are focusing on the procedures (not the themes and projects)
• We are using our stories, experiences and knowledge as point of departure to development common framework
• Critical analysis is key in our deliberations
• We focusing on: Good practice (day one) and Partnership (day 2)
Some Context

• Sport is all for forms of physical Activity including play
• Productive is maximises a young person’s potential
• Development is about positive change
• Youth or simply all Africans
• Partnership: equally yoked with purpose
• Good practice: effective in cultural context
“The Only thing dark about Africa is our Ignorance of it” George Kimble
Africa the new chapter
Obama Wisdom Applied

• The sport for Development as it is?
• The sport for Development as it should be?
• Our role, in managing the gap
• This require collective imagination
• PYD through sport is predominately a question of leadership
• Two main challenges:
  1. Weak Institutions
  2. The people that run them
• Productive Youth are the real hope for today and tomorrow
PYD THROUGH SPORT

TYPES OF PROGRAMMES

- Diversion/distract
- Hook/magnet
- Empowerment
- Health
- Social Inclusion

Success Factors

- People
- Leadership
- Culture
- Participation
- Experience
- Resources

DESIRED/EXPECTED OUTCOMES

- Positive
- Negative
Partnership

• The power debate
• Takes us beyond rhetoric
• Purpose
• Trust
• Responsibilities
Good Practice

Hard to define but if:

1. It helps us learn
2. It helps make the real and sustainable difference
3. It has potential replication
4. It is evaluable

Then it is close to good practice